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Heavenly sky far and wide stretched out across the universe,
Where sunrise meets sunset and the atmosphere is arrayed heavenly;
Beauty in the blue of the sky, to the eye and the air is full of light,
The sun is shining brightly and beautifully brilliant to delight the sight.

  

God is up there living and breathing as the atmosphere bends to meet the sky,
And heaven is newly created in the magnificence of the earthy eye;
Stars flicker across the space of a timeless unending skies atmosphere,
And the universe is trembling as the duty of the people meet God's presence.

  

Sky and atmosphere joining to meet the certainty of unending peace,
Joy and patience living to give faith to the righteous without cease;
God is giving and getting, displaying his array of the clouds floating in heaven,
Where the atmosphere meets the sky and boy and girl fall in love.

  

The people of the earth look up to the sky where the atmosphere meets heaven,
And the certainty of knowing is that the creation is evolving bestowing;
As the world goes around and around and the people connect together,
Brother breathes with sister and the marriage is built in heaven.

  

Connecting to the laughter of everything that links the sky to heaven,
The universe and atmosphere at one in perfect peace of breath together;
The willingness of work to reach out and touch the distant island shove,
Where love is in the living and God is giving all the reasons in answered prayer.

  

Now the wind has turned the world inside out and sky and universe meet,
Atmosphere is heaven and the reality of every house of earth to eat;
The breathing of beauty and the seeing of the sea to meet the sky,
The earth goes into heaven and the atmosphere sky perfectly fly.

  

Signed,
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Clear to Me
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